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SEFRAM 80
SEFRAM 86SeframSefram

With the SEFRAM 80, you can check the order of
the phases in all electrical installations. Having a
robust design, the SEFRAM 80 is also very easy to
use. It is the ideal tool for rapidly testing your
industrial equipment.

Trust the new SEFRAM phase sequence 
indicators to check all electrical installtions,
in complete safety.

SEFRAM 80

The SEFRAM 86 meets all your requirements for a
phase sequence indicator :

- Identifies open phases.
- Shows direction of motor rotation.
- Identifies correct phase sequence.

This model is ideal for installing motors in conveyor
lines, pump systems and electronic drives.

SEFRAM 86

AC voltage 200 - 600 V 100 - 600 V

Bandwidth 50 à 60 Hz 45 à 70 Hz

Power request - Battery 9 V (006P)

Size, weight 134 x 85 x 45 mm, 530 g 153 x 72 x 35 mm, 182 g

Warranty 1 year 1 year

IEC 1010 safety standard IEC 1010 - CAT.III 600 V IEC 1010 - CAT.III 600 V

Technical 
SEFRAM 80 SEFRAM 86

Specifications :

Supplied with : a protection bag.

Supplied with : SE 710, set of three cables, 
three croc clips and battery.

Specifications subject to change without notice - FT908000M/00
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